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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Title: Productions
Identifier: Accession 16-042
Date: 2014
Extent: 0.36 cu. ft. (1 5x8 box)
Creator: Smithsonian Channel
Language: Language of Materials: English

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 16-042, Productions

Access Restriction
Special restrictions on use of these materials apply. See Record of Transfer, Appendix B, Transferring office; Record of Transfer, August 25, 2009; Contact reference staff for details.

Descriptive Entry

Smithsonian Networks is a joint venture between Showtime Networks and the Smithsonian Institution. It was formed to create channels featuring programs largely inspired by the assets of the Smithsonian Institution, the world's largest museum and research complex. Smithsonian Channel features award-winning original documentaries, series and ground-breaking programs highlighting America's historical, cultural and scientific heritage. This accession consists of programs created for the Smithsonian Channel that cover a range of topics including aeronautics, astronautics, science, nature, and American culture and history. Materials are in electronic format.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
- Documentary television programs
- Educational television programs
- Museums and television
- Nature
Science -- History

Types of Materials:
Digital versatile discs
Electronic records

Names:
Showtime Networks
Smithsonian Institution
Smithsonian Networks (Firm)

Geographic Names:
United States -- History
United States -- Social life and customs

Preferred Titles:
Air Disasters (Television series)
Bible Hunters: Hidden in the Sands (Television program)
Bible Hunters: The Search for the Truth (Television program)
Gospel of Jesus’ Wife (Television program)
Malaysia 370: The Plane that Vanished (Television program)
Mighty Planes (Television series)
Mighty Ships (Television series)
Museum Secrets Revealed (Television series)
Mystical Journey: Kumbh Mela (Television program)
Perfect Runner (Television program)
Planes, Cranes and Rockets (Television program)
Rocking the Opera House: Dr. John (Television program)
Secrets of the Third Reich (Television series)
Seriously Amazing Objects (Television series)
Seven Dwarfs of Auschwitz (Television program)
Space Voyages (Television series)
Stranded: Alpine Airplane Crash (Television program)
The Day Kennedy Died (Television program)
The Incredible Bionic Man (Television program)
The Teacher Who Defied Hitler (Television program)
Treblinka: Hitler's Killing Machine (Television program)
When Lions Attack (Television program)
Wild Burma (Television series)
Container Listing

Box 1

Box 1 of 1  Air Disasters: Blind Landing
Box 1 of 1  Air Disasters: Caution to the Wind
Box 1 of 1  Air Disasters: Fight for Control
Box 1 of 1  Air Disasters: Fire in the Hold
Box 1 of 1  Air Disasters: Pushed to the Limit
Box 1 of 1  Bible Hunters: The Search for the Truth (Episode 1)
Box 1 of 1  Bible Hunters: Hidden in the Sands (Episode 2)
Box 1 of 1  Gospel of Jesus' Wife
Box 1 of 1  Malaysia 370: The Plane that Vanished
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Planes: Blue Angels
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Planes: C-17 Globemaster III
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Planes: Omega 707
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Planes: Sofia 747SP
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Planes: Trump 757
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Ships: Akamalik
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Ships: Becrux
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Ships: Emma Maersk
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Ships: Faust
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Ships: HDMS Absalon
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Ships: Henry Larsen
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Ships: MV Fairplayer
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Ships: MV Resolution
Box 1 of 1  Mighty Ships: Paul R. Tregurtha
Mighty Ships: Peace in Africa
Mighty Ships: USS Nimitz
Museum Secrets Revealed: Athens
Museum Secrets Revealed: Jerusalem
Museum Secrets Revealed: London
Museum Secrets Revealed: Madrid
Museum Secrets Revealed: Moscow
Museum Secrets Revealed: State Hermitage
Museum Secrets Revealed: Tunisia
Museum Secrets Revealed: Uffizi, Gallery Florence
Museum Secrets Revealed: Versailles
Museum Secrets Revealed: Washington, DC
Mystical Journey: Kumbh Mela
Perfect Runner
Planes, Cranes and Rockets
Rocking the Opera House: Dr. John
Secrets of the Third Reich: Deadly Missions
Secrets of the Third Reich: Hitler's General
Secrets of the Third Reich: Hitler's Madness
Secrets of the Third Reich: The Ghost of U-513
Seriously Amazing Objects: Legends
Seriously Amazing Objects: Melting Pot
Seriously Amazing Objects: Seeking Fortune
Seriously Amazing Objects: Trailblazers
Seven Dwarfs of Auschwitz
Space Voyages: Into the Unknown
| Box 1 of 1 | Space Voyages: Open for Business |
| Box 1 of 1 | Space Voyages: Surviving the Void |
| Box 1 of 1 | Space Voyages: The Moon and Beyond |
| Box 1 of 1 | Stranded: Alpine Airplane Crash |
| Box 1 of 1 | The Day Kennedy Died |
| Box 1 of 1 | The Incredible Bionic Man |
| Box 1 of 1 | The Teacher Who Defied Hitler |
| Box 1 of 1 | Treblinka: Hitler's Killing Machine |
| Box 1 of 1 | When Lions Attack |
| Box 1 of 1 | Wild Burma: Chasing Tigers |
| Box 1 of 1 | Wild Burma: Elusive Elephants |
| Box 1 of 1 | Wild Burma: Nature's Lost Kingdom |